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Abstract

Results on CALOR89 benchmarking and design calculations utilizing the CALOR89 programs are presented. The
benchmarking is done with respect to the ZEUS and DOcalorimeters. The design calculations were clone for a variety oi
absorbers (depleted uranium, lead, and iron) of various thicknesses for a given scintillator thickness and for a fixed
absorber thickness using various thicknesses for the scintillator. These studies indicate that a compensating
calorimeter can be built using lead as the absorber, whereas a purely iron calorimeter would be non-compensating. A
depleted uranium calorimeter would possibly be unsuitable if used in a large configuration and a high luminosity
machine because of the delayed energy release from capture gammas.

Introduction

Since the calorimeters that are going to be used at the I c^Lo.,, ]
Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) are going to be
large and expensive it would prohibitive to build full I "E'rc_

scale prototypes. Therefore, the only avenue that is [S).I.:c.riol I_.i_S4]L.__ Mo.s_ j" ']

open is to build small scale prototypes that can be <)4_c^P)

tested with the results being compared to the output of Ii

simulation programs. These simulation programs can

then be used to design the calorimeters, once their !
accuracy has been established by benchmarking ^_^__¥s_sr_OCR^N
against the existing data. We describe here the
CALOR89 simulation code system, the resuhs of
benchmarking _ with respect to experimental data, und Figure 1. CALOR89 Code System
results of design calculations involving various absor-
ber materials and thicknesses and various scintillator primary programs: HETC88111, SPECT89, EGS4[2],
thicknesses, and MORSE[3] or MICAP[4], p,us their ancillary pro-

grams and a final analysis proqram. HETC88 is used to
generate and transport the hadronic particles through

CALOR89 the calorimeter. HETC88 c_oes the particle transport
and generation in a three fold manner: 1) For energies

The CALOR89 code system [Fig. 1] consists of four less than 3 GeV particles are generated by means of an



intermediate-energy Intranuclear.Cascade and Evapo- MICAP have tirne dependence built into the code.

ration /vlodei[5]; 2) From 3 GeV to approximately 10 Tile programs SPECT89, EGS4, and MORSE(MICAP)
GeV, particle generation is done by means of a scaling do NOT explicitly incorporate many of the exf)erirnental
model. 3) From 10 Gev upwards particle generation is details that are always ttlere. These details include
done by means of FLUKA[6] which uses a multi-chain
fragmentation model. Inelastic nucleon hydrogen and non-uniformity of light collection, electronic noise,
charged-pion hydrogen collisions are done via the pedestal cuts, material noise(natural fission noise), etc.
isobar model or a fragmentation rnodel[1]. The bound- These can be incorporated into the analysis program

which combines the output of SPECT89, EGS4, and
ary between the use of the Scaling Model and FLUKA is MORSE(MICAP).
determined by a parameter, ESKALE, that is at the
user's discretion. SPECT89 does the energy deposition Comparisons of experimental data with
of tlqe hadrons in the calorimeter. The ancillary pro- CALOR89 calculations should be done with cau-
gram, LIGHT, allows the user to take into account the 'tion. Unless the exact geometries are used, so
non-linearity of the light pulse in the scinitllator due to that leakage out of the sides or the back of the
saturation effects within the active medium. This is calorimeter is the same, and the exact same
done by use of Birks' law[7]. In the simulation of materials in the same relative order and lhe
calorimeters and the comparison with the experimental same thicknesses are used, and the value for
test data it is imperative that saturation effects be taken Birks'constant appropriate for the scintillator is
into account. In Figure 2 we show the effects of used, the agreement between the simulation
saturation. The simulation is for a slab calorimeter results and the experimental data will not be
made from 4mm lead sheet followed by a 1mm stleet of exact.
scinitllator repeated to a depth of 150cm. As is seen in

Benchmarking Results
the Figure, not taking into account saturation effects, an
overestimate is made of the hadronic signal. The results obtained from the CALORS9 code system

have been checked against experimental data from the
ZEUS prototype lead-scintillator and depleted uranium-
scintillator calorimeters, the CDHS iron-scintillator

so,,,,,,i.,,,rso,o,,.,o,,_,,.:,, calorimeter and the DO liquid argon.uranium calorime-
'.-'° .....'''l ''' i ..... i .... i .... i'-"-'-_, ter [8-11]. The rest llts of the comparisons are presen-

t ted in Table I.
,I..2,5 -

--_'_P------__ _.... _"_ _ TABLE I
l,b ,. C,C_5 I

CALOR89 Benchmarking Results - e/h

____ _ ZEUS ZEUS CDH$ DO
0.5 -

,., _ Configuration DU-SCSN Pb-SCSN Fe-SCSN Liq. Arg..DU
Uncorrmet ed

° -_ _ Thicknesses 0.33/0.26cm 1.00/0.25cm 2.50/0.25cm 0.57/0.3cm

.4

..__.___.__l_, ,_._.L__,,, I ,, , , 1___._ ._ CALOR89 1.01+/-0.03 0.99+/-0.03 1,17+/-0.03 1.06
'0 2F_ bO ?15 }DO _2t_ _bC

_'_u_ro_ C_oft _lr_ (r. 5_c) Experiment 1,01+1-0.04 1.05+/-0.02 .19+/-0.04 1.03+/..015

Figure 2. Scintillator Saturation Effects. Lower curves As can be seen the overall agreement between the
represent uncorrected scinitllator signals, while upper CALOR89 predictions and the experimental data is
curves have been corrected for saturation effects, quite good.

Design Calculations
EGS4 is used for the transport and energy deposition
of electromagnetic particles in the calorimeter. The We have carried out a series of calculations to
source data for EGS4 consists of direct photon determine the sensitivity of the compensation and

resolution characteristics of a prototypic calorimeter
production from hadron-nuclear collisions, photons composed of various absorber materials (depleted
from neutral pion decay, and electrons and positrons uranium, lead, and iron) of various thicknesses ( 0.5,from muon decay. These are read from the HETC88
output tape. MORSE or MICAP is used to transport 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 radiation length) in conjunction with

various scintillator thicknesses ( 0.1 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0neutrons that are produced with energies less than 20
MeV and to generate the gamma rays from inelastic, cm). The incoming particle used was a 10 GeV kinetic
fission and capture reactions. These subsequent sam- energy negative pion and a 10 Gev electron. Birks'constant for the scintillator saturation level was set at
mas are then transported by EGS4. Both MORSE and

0.0131. The calorimeter was 2m by 2m by 8 interaction



lengths of absorber material. The complete matrix of
absorber thicknesses a_,u scintillator thicknesses was

CALO}_B_ SII_ULATION _0 GeV Pl_;na

not explored. In one series of calculations the scintilla- 1._.--'--'-'-"-1-- Ttor thickness was fixed at 0.25cm and the various • _,_,,_.... ,, ....

absorber thicknesses were used. In another series of 2.3-so1,,_:hl°_..... o.2_o,, _ F,_........ _/so,_ -
calculations the absorber thickness was fixed at 1 ,D..................,_..................., ..................21.2 -

radiation length and the scintillator thickness was
varied. Various gate times were used in the low et_ergy _, 1.1- _..... 1
neutron and subsequent gamma analysis. Tile actual _ _ _.... "---=.... _ _b-._,s_°_
gate time has an uncedainty of approximately 5 - 10 ,.o- "---..-"'-q_d_"'i _.... ]''"'=_-,.... -

nsec due to the fact that no timing is done in HETC88 o._- a) __'_--_ ....... _=_w,o,,,or EGS4. : . _ Du/._..,_,

We present in Figure 3 the compensation results for the _ B _oThlckn_'_n NB_IO ("rab_l/'T_cl)

three absorbers as function of absorber thickness
d!vided by scintillator thickness [Fig 3ai when the
scintillator was held fixed at 0.25cm and as a function

of scintillator thickness divided by absorber thickness
[Fig 3b] wherl the absorber was held fixed at. 0.25 c,.._ _uL,_,o._ ,oc.v _,_....
radiation lengths. The two curves lcr each of the 1., o.... r,,,_, .... ,,_.... !

.... ' ...... ,, . _b - OOIe_ 4
absorber materials represent calculations done with 1_- ", ......._......• ..............._ r_. _._°,,-4

r_ I_ , Yb - (LSe C,T_

ESKALE set at 5 GeV, the lower curt/e, and set at 15 ............... • ,,/s=, =u- o._..,_,.-,_
GeV, the upper curve. The gate width used in tile 1._ ......,,..............,,..............= -1

calculations was 48 nsec. For the iron and lead cases -='.1._ ] .._ o
J

this gate widtil is sufficient to collect the large majority _ =---_-"..-_....._=- ......_------"
= Yb-$b kilo)' I .... 4_ ....... "_" "" .G F'_ / ""cl _'

of the signal. However for the uranium case this is not 1o

true due to the fact that uranium through fission _ __processes produces additional neutrons and that o._ b) _u/_]_"__--------*-1"_
uranium has a very large capture cross section at _._ ..... i ........ I .......

0.1 0,5 I 5

energies less than 1 MeV. In a large calorimeter system =_,_o_.... _,,,o (T,o_/=,_,)
and in a high luminosity environment, the produced
gammas may yield a significant contribution to back- Figure 3. e/h is shown as a function of absorber
ground noise and thus produce pile-up problems. The thickness divided by a fixed scintillator thickness in 3a,
experimental data points, even though they are from while in 3b it is shown as a function of scinitllator
calorimeters not simulated by these calculations, are thickness divided by a fixed thickness of absorber.
plotted to show that the calculations agree with the

general trends. In addition the iron experimental data lead resolution data appears quite good. We feel that
point represents a "weighted" value. The unweighted the disagreement between the iron calculation and the
value is 1.36+/-(.).04. iron data point is probably due to the strong data cuts

In Figure 3a we .seethat the iron calculations show that applied and to the lateral size of the calorimeter.

there seems to be no strong dependence of the In Figure 5 we present similar curves for the electro-
compensation on absorber thickness. There is a magnetic resc,lution. The agreement between the calcu-
stronger dependence for the lead and uranium cases, lations and the experimental data are again good
This is due, in part, to the strong Z dependence of the except for the iron data point. As in the case of the
electromagnetic cross sections. In Figure 3b, the hadronic data point we feel that their experimental cuts
curves have to approach each other as the scintillator are possibly the cause.
thickness becomes sufficiently large to contain both the
electromagnetic and hadronic cascade, lt has been suggested that by placing hydrogenous

material on either side of a plastic scintillator in
In Figure 4a we present the hadronic resolution as a conjuction with an iron absorber, that such a calorime-
function of absorber thickness divided by the scintillator ter could be made compensating. Calculations utilizing
thickness which was held fixed at 0.25cm and in Figure CALOR89 indicate at 10 GeV at most a 5% improve-
4b for scintillator thickness divided by absorber thick- ment in the compensation characteristics. "Thecalcula-
ness which was held at 0.25 radiation lengths. Onty the tions that were carried out were for an iron absorber of

calculation done at an ESKALE 5 GeV is presented as thickness 2.54cm followed by 0.4cm hydrogenous
the values for ESKALE at 15 GeV lie basically on top of material (dead scintillator) followed by 0.2cm of active
the these values. The comparison with the uranium and scintillator followed by 0.4cm of hydrogenous material.

_
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Figure 4,Hadronic resolution as a function of absorber Figure 5. Electromagnetic resolution as a function of
divided by fixed scintillator in 4a and as a function of absorber divided by fixed scintillator in 5a and as a
scintillator divided by fixed absorber in 4b. function of scintillator divided by fixed absorber in 5b.

This was repeated for 8 interaction lengths of iron. [3] M. B. Emmett, ORNL-4972, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, (1975). N. M. Greene et al., ORNL/TM-3706,

Summary Oak Ridge National Laboratory, (1973).

The CALOR89 code system has been used to compare [4] J. O. Johnson and T. A. Gabriel, ORNLFFM.10196,with various calorimeter prototypes. In general the
agreement obtained has been satisfactory or discre- Oak Ridge National Laboratory, (1987).
pancies can be traced to experimental cuts, biases, [5] H. W. Ber'tini, Phys. Rev. _1_8_8(1969)1711.
leakage, etc. This code system has been used to
generate preliminary design data for a variety of [6] J. Ranft and S. Ritter, Z. Phys. C: Part. Fields
absorber, scintillator configurations. These rc,suits give 10(1981)249. P. A. Aarnio, et al., "CERN TIS Divisional
general trends on the anticipated changes in the Report, TIS-RP/IO6-Rev, 1984. A. Capella and J. Tran
energy resolution and compensation characteristics. Thanh Van, Phys. Letts., .9_3_(1980)2.
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